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SPEECH BY THE PREMIER, MR DUNSTAN, OPENING CLARE WOOL, WINE M P 
DAIRY FESTIVAL. CLARE OVAL. 2.3.74 
Your Worship (Mrs Long), Ladies and Gentlemen;. 
Thank you very much for inviting me here today and for providing 
me with such an impeccable'reason to revisit, Clare; 
One of the things that always impresses me about this district 
every time I come here is the quiet, but intense, local pride of 
its residents. You can almost feel it. 
Well, you've got a lot to be proud about, beautiful valley setting, 
a town that contains a series of well preserved and meticulously 
maintained architectural gems, some of Australia's finest wines and 
a rich wool and dairy industry. 
Festivals are now very much the in-thing as showcases for local 
achievement and as tourism attractions. Clare got in on the 
ground floor and is now reaping the benefits. 
The organisers not only have the enthusiasm needed for. success, 
they have the experience and know-how required to ensure it. 
Festivals are fun. But there's also an underlying serious purpose 
to them in their immense value in projecting an image of an area very 
far beyond its borders. 
I.think this is particularly important in Clare because of the 
importance of the wine industry to its economy. I'm really 
impressed with the way in which Clare wines are now being publicised 
as something quite distinctive and readily identifiable. 
It's good for Clare and it's good for South Australia. That may 
sound something of a paradox, but it isn't. The French are past 
masters at promoting wines by the region - they even refine it down 
to a vineyard - and selling both the wine and the region to 
potential consumers of both. 
And naturally the whole country benefits. After'all it's a fairly 
unusual tourist who goes solely to the Bordeaux area, however much 
he may especially admire its wine. 
The same is true of South Australia. 
We have to sell- and vigorously - the merits of our products and 
our scenery. If at the same time we promote the separate appeal 
of different regions (I stress regions rather than smaller units) 
for their particular appeal we're helping the whole. 
The buyer who appreciates a good Clare wine will want to compare 
it with something from the Barossa or Coonawarra. 
The visitor who comes here will want to go on elsewhere. 
They're areas in which diversity can do only good and after all we 
are diverse ourselves. 
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Australia.generally will be hearing much of South Australia (and 
I believe listening enviously) in the coming weeks as Festival ; 
time comes round again. It begins here today in a truly superb 
setting. -I 
My sinaere congratulations to the organisers of this eighth Festival, 
I'm sure it will be a great suecess:iandVithatilev.erkona^ ^ 
will have a most enjoyable time. I know I s h a l l / ' 1 i r e -
Thank you. "a? 
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